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CHEMIX School is a comprehensive
Windows application built
specifically for helping students,
chemists, and teachers learn about a
wide range of topics in the area of
chemistry. Clean feature lineup You
are welcomed by a minimalistic panel
that offers quick access to the
chemistry tools that you can work
with. Plus, the tool displays suggestive
icons near each function, so you can
easily differentiate between the builtin parameters. Various calculation
operations CHEMIX School gives
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you the possibility to perform
diffferent calculations related to
molecules, balance, thermochemistry,
electrochemistry, solubility, and weak
acid/base. For all of the
aforementioned categories the
program comes packed with
predefined formulas, and lets you
copy the information to the clipboard,
so you can paste it into other thirdparty utilities. You can also analyze
different problems related to
spectroscopy area, plot functions, use
the built-in molecular viewer for
checking out molecules and atoms in
detail (you may zoom in or out of
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molecules or atoms), and use the
dictionary for finding out
comprehensive information about
various topics. Tables, conversion
operations, and other handy features
You can view the periodic table and
make the application show or reveal
various details for each element, such
as atomic number, name, melting and
boiling points, atomic radius and
volume, heat capacity, electrical
conductivity, number of stable
isotopes, oxidation states, and crystal
structure. Plus, you can get detailed
history data about each element from
the periodic table with a simple right4 / 23

click mouse operation on the desired
item. What’s more, you can check out
the acid-base indicators, perform
various conversations related to
temperature, pressure, energy, power,
force, length, and mass, analyze the
solubility chart, and calculate gas
equations. An overall efficient
educational tool All in all, CHEMIX
School offers extensive information
about different chemistry fields, and
is suitable for rookies and
professional users alike. CHEMIX
School is a comprehensive Windows
application built specifically for
helping students, chemists, and
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teachers learn about a wide range of
topics in the area of chemistry. Clean
feature lineup You are welcomed by a
minimalistic panel that offers quick
access to the chemistry tools that you
can work with. Plus, the tool displays
suggestive icons near each function,
so you can easily differentiate
between the built-in parameters.
Various calculation operations
CHEMIX School gives you the
possibility to perform diffferent
calculations related to molecules,
balance, thermochemistry, electro
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CHEMIX School is an efficient
Windows application developed to
help the students in chemistry classes
to better understand various topics
within the field of chemistry, such as
the periodic table of elements, atomic
structure and properties, molar mass,
acid/base indicators, and conversions
and solutions. Also, you can use the
program for checking out the
solubility, distillation, and phase
diagrams, calculate the reaction rate
and Gibbs free energy, perform some
basic operations with concentration,
and get a lot of useful information
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about various types of equations, as
well as other calculations related to
molecules, spectroscopy, electric
current, thermochemistry, solubility,
and acid/base indicators. The
educational program provides you
with the opportunity to quickly check
out the periodic table, see the boiling
and melting points for each element,
calculate the atomic weight, get
information about the corresponding
molar mass, explore the relationship
between the atom number and atomic
radius, see the relations between the
pressure and volume of the element,
get detailed data about the elemental
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oxidation state, and check out the
crystal structure. Also, you can use
the calculator to find out various
conversions, as well as get the data
about the corresponding ionic radii
and conductivity. Another key feature
offered by CHEMIX School is the
possibility to get detailed info about
different types of equations, such as
logarithmic, polynomial, and
mathematical. This application also
offers a molecular viewer that
displays all atomic properties and
diagrams for any given molecule. The
results of calculations can be saved to
the clipboard, which lets you quickly
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get data into other third-party
programs. The program provides the
user with several options regarding
acid-base indicators, and lets you
quickly discover the relationship
between the pH and the molar
concentration of the H+ ions. You
can also easily calculate the solubility
of an ionic compound and the Gibbs
free energy of the reactions, and get
the complete history data about each
object you need to check out. The
educational program supports various
different topics within the area of
chemistry, such as solubility,
reactions, thermochemistry,
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spectroscopy, and acid-base
indicators, and provides you with
detailed info about each of the
mentioned subjects. Key Features:
The educational program can be used
by all level of students as it provides a
large number of features and options.
Key points: ・Checks the most
common types of equations,
equations with logarithmic,
polynomial, and mathematical
functions ・Checks the relationship
between the log 1d6a3396d6
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CHEMIX School

Chemistry School is a powerful
Windows program for determining all
the needed information about various
topics in the field of chemistry. It
offers a broad spectrum of functions
that you can use to analyze any
chemistry concept, including:
Electrochemical, pH, and buffer
systems Spectroscopy Acids and
Bases Protective Groups Inorganic
Chemistry Molecular Structure All
the essential information about each
topic is presented by graphs and
various built-in tools, and you can use
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the program’s dictionary to find out
various chemico-physical data for the
desired chemical compound. Clean,
easy-to-use interface The interface is
quite simple and clean, and allows
you to use all the functions of the
program with the least amount of
effort. Plus, the tool features an
intuitive “main view” and a “tool
view” that you can switch between
with a simple click. Spectroscopy
features You can obtain information
about the spectroscopy of a wide
range of chemical compounds with
this program. Plus, the tool allows you
to view: Band systems Spectral ranges
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Energy gaps Gamma and x-ray
energies Fluorescence Luminescence
Absorption spectra The application
comes with a set of “problem solving”
tools, and helps you to find solutions
for various types of spectroscopy
problems, such as: The program
features a smart “learning” feature
that allows you to see what you have
done when you work with certain
topics, and the tool is optimized for
learning purposes. Plus, the program
comes packed with various topics,
and lets you analyze a wide range of
compounds with various
spectroscopic data. Features:
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CHEMIX School is a comprehensive
Windows application built
specifically for helping students,
chemists, and teachers learn about a
wide range of topics in the area of
chemistry. Clean feature lineup You
are welcomed by a minimalistic panel
that offers quick access to the
chemistry tools that you can work
with. Plus, the tool displays suggestive
icons near each function, so you can
easily differentiate between the builtin parameters. Various calculation
operations CHEMIX School gives
you the possibility to perform
diffferent calculations related to
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molecules, balance, thermochemistry,
electrochemistry, solubility, and weak
acid/base. For all of the
aforementioned categories the
program comes packed with
predefined formulas, and lets you
copy the information to the clipboard
What's New in the?

CHEMIX School is a comprehensive
Windows application built
specifically for helping students,
chemists, and teachers learn about a
wide range of topics in the area of
chemistry. Clean feature lineup You
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are welcomed by a minimalistic panel
that offers quick access to the
chemistry tools that you can work
with. Plus, the tool displays suggestive
icons near each function, so you can
easily differentiate between the builtin parameters. Various calculation
operations CHEMIX School gives
you the possibility to perform
diffferent calculations related to
molecules, balance, thermochemistry,
electrochemistry, solubility, and weak
acid/base. For all of the
aforementioned categories the
program comes packed with
predefined formulas, and lets you
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copy the information to the clipboard,
so you can paste it into other thirdparty utilities. You can also analyze
different problems related to
spectroscopy area, plot functions, use
the built-in molecular viewer for
checking out molecules and atoms in
detail (you may zoom in or out of
molecules or atoms), and use the
dictionary for finding out
comprehensive information about
various topics. Tables, conversion
operations, and other handy features
You can view the periodic table and
make the application show or reveal
various details for each element, such
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as atomic number, name, melting and
boiling points, atomic radius and
volume, heat capacity, electrical
conductivity, number of stable
isotopes, oxidation states, and crystal
structure. Plus, you can get detailed
history data about each element from
the periodic table with a simple rightclick mouse operation on the desired
item. What’s more, you can check out
the acid-base indicators, perform
various conversations related to
temperature, pressure, energy, power,
force, length, and mass, analyze the
solubility chart, and calculate gas
equations. An overall efficient
19 / 23

educational tool All in all, CHEMIX
School offers extensive information
about different chemistry fields, and
is suitable for rookies and
professional users alike. CHEMIX
School Key Features: -Clean layout
-Over 40 different functions -Over
100 topics -Chemistry tools -Useful
conversions -Display tables -Plot
functions -Molecular viewer
-Applications dictionary
-Comprehensive information -Image
gallery -Conversations with tips
-Duplicate keys -Powerful graphics
-One-click for dictionary -Fullscreen mode -Bookmarks -Efficient
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help system -Language menu -File
menu -Close -File -Exit -Help
-Themes -Fonts -Change themes
-System requirements • Windows
7/Vista/XP/2000/NT/ME • 200MB
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System Requirements For CHEMIX School:

Minimum: Mac OS X 10.9.5 or later
Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows
8.1, Windows 10 2.3 GHz Intel Core
i5, Intel Core i7 4 GB RAM 12 GB
available hard disk space DirectX 11
compatible video card (1024x768)
OS required: macOS High Sierra
10.13.1 or later Windows 7 or later
12 GB available hard disk
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